We revisit the theory of spherical deconvolution and propose a new fiber orientation distribution (FOD) model that can efficiently reconstruct extremely narrow fiber-crossings from limited number of acquisitions. First, we show how to physically model fiber-orientations as rank-1 tensors. Then, we parameterize the FODs with tensors that are decomposable into non-negative sums of rank-1 tensors and finally, we propose a non-negative sparse recovery scheme to estimate FODs of any tensor order from limited acquisitions.
INTRODUCTION
Fiber orientation distribution (FOD) [1, 2] is a state-of-the-art algorithm that reconstructs white-matter fibers from a spherical deconvolution of the diffusion MRI (dMRI) signal. It has recently earned great popularity due to its success at discerning even finely crossing fibers with its sharp lobed profile. Classically the FOD is computed in the spherical harmonic (SH) basis. However, its acute angular resolution is inseparably dependent on the order of the SH basis. This can quickly necessitate prohibitively large number of acquisitions: 15, 28, 45, 66 & 91 for orders 4, 6, 8, 10 & 12 , especially in a clinical setting [1] . This can be partially countered by imposing a non-negativity constraint to subdue signal noise that causes spurious negative lobes, and by applying super-resolution [2] .
Recently, Cartesian tensors have been proposed as an alternate bijective basis for computing FODs. This allows to elegantly impose the non-negativity constraint [3] (at the cost of super-resolution). Further, tensor decomposition has been proposed for fiber detection instead of maxima localization [4, 5, 6] . However, the decomposition of tensors (order > 2) into sum of rank-1 tensors (outer-product of vectors) is mathematically hard, since determining the rank of such tensors is an NP-complete problem [5] . In practice, low rank numerical approximations are used, but this requires the rank (number of fiber-compartments) to be predefined and convergence and uniqueness cannot be guaranteed [4, 5, 6] . Finally, there exists no explanation to justify the physical model of tensor decomposition and its correspondence to fiber-directions.
In this paper, we revisit the spherical deconvolution theory and show how to physically model fiber orientations (or oriented Dirac delta functions) as rank-1 tensors, therefore justifying the modelling of FODs by tensors that are decomposable as a positive sum of rank-1 tensors. It is important to note that the cone of tensors that can be expressed as a positive sum of rank-1 tensors is in general strictly contained in the cone of non-negative tensors of the type used to compute FODs in [3] -not all non-negative tensors can be decomposed into a positive sum of rank-1 tensors. Therefore, instead of first estimating FODs in the SH basis or as non-negative tensors and then attempting the problem of tensor decomposition, we parameterize the FODs with tensors that are decomposable into non-negative sums of rank-1 tensors, where the tensor order is appropriately chosen to correctly model the Dirac delta function of the spherical deconvolution.
We also propose a novel method, using non-negative sparse recovery, to approximate the rank of the decomposable tensor. This method features numerous advantages. Most importantly, the sparse recovery allows us to estimated FODs of any order from limited acquisitions. In synthetic data experiments we estimate 24 th order FODs (equivalent to 325 SH/tensor coefficients) from just 21 acquisitions and recover fibers crossing at 23°. Furthermore, (1) it allows us to naturally impose non-negativity on the FODs, (2) it automatically estimates the tensor rank (number of fiber-compartments) and no "low-rank" needs to be predefined, and (3) it computes both the FOD tensor and the fiber-directions together, therefore rendering tensor decomposition or maxima localization superfluous. We validate on synthetic, FiberCup phantom [7, 8] and real data (DTI dataset with 32 acquisitions).
MATERIALS & METHODS
We begin with the theory of FOD from spherical deconvolution. Next we describe tensor decomposition. Then we model fiber orientations with rank-1 tensors and present our FOD model based on decomposable tensors. Finally we present the non-negative sparse recovery scheme, based on non-negative least squares (NNLS), to estimate the tensor rank and FODs. Background In [1, 2] , the q-ball dMRI signal, S(θ, φ), is described as the result of a spherical convolution of a response function, R(θ) (the signal from a single fiber), with the FOD, F (θ, φ), which is modelled as a sum of oriented Dirac delta functions to represent fiber-directions (Fig. 1a) . Deconvolving R(θ) from S(θ, φ) estimates the FOD and the delta functions reveal the fiber-directions. R(θ) is a low-order SH approximation of single fiber signals, which are converted to rotational harmonics. F (θ, φ) is described in the SH basis.
In [3, 5, 6] , an alternate convolution notation is used S(q) = S 2 R(q, u)F (u)du, where the FOD, F (u), is described using a tensor and R(q, u) = e
, a Watson function, with D estimated from single fiber signals [5] .
In all these approaches, although fiber-directions are indirectly modelled by oriented delta functions, these delta functions aren't directly represented. Instead, the whole "spherical FOD function" is described in the SH/tensor basis. Fibers from tensor decomposition? While [1, 2] localize the maxima of the FODs to detect the orientations of the delta functions and hence the fiber-directions, [4, 5, 6] have proposed to use tensor decomposition. Even if the FODs are estimated in the SHs they are bijectively transformed to tensors.
The signal being symmetric, even ordered and symmetric tensors are used. The symmetric decomposition of an order2n tensor, D (2n) , when possible, is defined as:
where λ i ∈ R, c ∈ S d−1 , 2n is the order of the tensor, d is the dimension (3 in our case) and r is the tensor's rank. The rank of a tensor is defined as the minimum r for which Eq. (1) holds. When n = 1 this coincides with the spectral decomposition of a matrix. D is a rank-1 tensor when r = 1 (outer-product of vectors). A low-rank approximation, when r is unknown -since it is hard to compute, consists of approximating D by a sum of rank-1 tensors, like in Eq. (1), but with the number of terms in the sum (number of fiber compartments) fixed to k < r. Typically, in [4, 5, 6] 
[ 4, 5, 6] propose that the k rank-1 tensors represent the k delta functions or fiber-directions, since the shape of a rank-1 tensor can represent a delta function [4] . However, none of these approaches actually model the individual delta functions, but rather use the tensor (or SHs) to model the whole FOD as a spherical function. Therefore, the physical correspondence between low-rank (FOD) tensor decomposition and fiber-directions remains unjustified. 
New FOD model
, µ is the multiplicity, and the FOD by F (u) = F · (2n) u. Plotting rank-1 tensors (λ = 1) of increasing order (2n=16 & 24) and comparing these to the delta function in a truncated SH series (orders 8 & 12) reveals how rank-1 tensors can model delta functions (Fig. 1b-e) . The SH delta grows sharper and longer for larger truncation orders, but has oscillations. The rank-1 tensor is smooth and gets sharper for larger orders, while λ regulates its length. This justifies modelling the FOD with an r-sum of rank-1 tensors (or a decomposable tensor F), where the tensor order can be chosen arbitrarily big without increasing the unknowns. In practice, since a single fiber's signal S 1 z (q) = R z (q, u) ⊗ δ z = R z (q, u) (oriented along z-axis), we choose the tensor order by solving min n {||S(q) − R(q, u) ⊗ C n (u)|| 2 } for single fiber voxels. In this FOD model, the λ i represent the weights of the fiber compartments and, therefore, cannot be negative. Finally, r, the rank of the FOD tensor, F, remains to be estimated and represents the number of fiber compartments. FOD from Non-negative sparse recovery The FOD can be estimated by discretizing the convolution integral to S(
∆u (with du becoming ∆u) and computing the following for the unknowns {X}:
where
L represents the discretization of the convolution. In [4, 5, 6] , r is fixed to a low-rank k, and the unknowns are set as {X} = {λ i , c i }. However, we solve Eq. (2) in a novel way without fixing r. We adapt the rank approximation approach in [3] , to decompose a tensor into a sum-of-squares, to Eq. (2). We begin with {c}, a fine discretization of S 2 (say 321 vectors isotropically distributed on a hemisphere). For these known {c}, we let the initial FOD F = 321 i=1 λ ic ⊗2n i with initial rank r = 321, and we set the unknowns {X} = {λ i }. However, obviously there cannot be 321 fibers crossing in a voxel -very few are expected. Therefore, we estimate w = {λ i } ≥ 0 from Eq. (2) with a sparsity constraint.
To solve Eq. (2) for w with sparse recovery, one could think of using the L1 constraint (min||w|| 1 st. ||Bw − s|| 2 ≤ ε), but it cannot guarantee w ≥ 0. Instead we employ the NNLS to solve Eq. (2), which was shown to outperform the L1 constraint even in sparsity, while ensuring non-negativity [3] (and its references). In practice, after running NNLS, we "clean" the results heuristically to account for noise. We remove any λ i < 0.1·λ max and mergec i &c j if ang(c i ,c j ) ≤ 15°. The remaining number of non-zero λ i is considered the "true rank" r, of F. With these r, λ i ,c i as starting solutions we then re-fit the signal to fine tune the FOD estimate.
The sparsity constraint of the new FOD model and the sparse recovery scheme allow us to estimate sharp FODs from limited acquisitions. The NNLS ensures non-negativity and estimating λ i , c i , the fine tuned solutions, gives us both the FOD tensor and the fiber-directions together.
EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS
First we test our method on synthetic data, then validate it on the FiberCup phantom [7, 8] and an in vivo DTI acquisition. Synthetic data We generate the synthetic data using a multitensor model with two fibers crossing at angles changing from 90°to 0°. A single fiber's profile is modelled by a tensor of FA = 0.8. We consider b = 1500s/mm 2 . Angular resolution In the first experiment we consider 21 acquisitions (noise-free up to differences between the multitensor & FOD models and discretization). First from the single fiber voxel we estimate the Watson function [6] and also best the rank-1 tensor order to model a delta function, which is 24. We then estimate the 24 th order FOD tensors using the novel FOD model and the proposed non-negative sparse recovery scheme. The results are presented in Figs. 2a,b, c. Fig. 2a shows the FOD tensors as spherical functions, where fibers crossing till 23°are clearly visible. In Fig. 2b we plot the mean-error between the two recovered fiberdirections and the ground-truth signal generation directions. In Fig. 2c we plot the five largest λ i 's the fiber weights (3 are almost zero). Clearly we detect two fibers crossing up to 23°from just 21 acquisitions. Further, the detection error up to 23°is under 2°indicating the high accuracy of the method. Sparsity The FOD tensors were initialized as a sum of 321 rank-1 tensors along known directions ( r = 321). To validate the proposed non-negative sparse recovery scheme using NNLS, we also plot in a blue-dotted stem-plot the number of non-zero λ i 's after running NNLS, in Fig. 2b . Undoubtedly the NNLS functions excellently as a non-negative sparse recovery algorithm since it recovers a maximum of 9 directions from the original 321. We also plot another stem-plot, using black-triangles, in the same figure, to present the results of the "heuristic cleaning" which recovers the "true rank" r. We find 2 fibers ( r = 2) up to 23°. Rician noise To test the effects of signal noise, we conduct a second experiment with the same synthetic data, but with 32 acquisitions. This time the data is corrupted with Rician noise. Single fiber voxels are now detected in the standard way by first fitting DTI tensors and then thresholding on the FA [1] . Results for SNR=20 are presented in Figs. 2d,e and for SNR=30 in Figs. 2f,g. We run 100 tests for each angle.
For SNR=20, the optimal rank-1 tensor order to model a delta function turns out to be 16, while the optimal order for SNR=30 is 20. The mean and standard deviation of the mean-error for the two SNRs are shown in Figs. 2d,f. The angular resolution is seen to decrease from 27°to 30°with the decrease in the SNR from 30 to 20. Nonetheless, the results indicate good robustness to signal-noise even in the case of SNR=20. For SNR=30, the error stays under 6°up to 40°. The blue & black stem-plots and Figs. 2e,g show that the sparse recovery also functions correctly in spite of noise. FiberCup phantom We conduct a third experiment on the FiberCup phantom data [7, 8] . The data was acquired at b = 1500s/mm 2 with 64 acquisitions. We use a rank-1 tensor of 6 th order to model a delta function and estimate 6 th order FOD tensors. We identify single fiber voxels again by FA thresholding. The result is shown in Fig. 3a . This time, we plot the fiber-directions (rank-1 tensor directions) directly, colour-coded by their orientation. Clearly a great number of crossings are revealed. Figs. 2a & 3a demonstrate how the new FOD model estimates both the FOD tensor and the fiberdirections together, therefore rendering maxima localization or tensor decomposition superfluous. DTI data We conduct a final experiment on an in vivo DTI data: 32 acquisitions at b = 1000s/mm 2 from a healthy male volunteer. A Philips Achieva 3T scanner with a SENSE-8 head coil was used, resulting in 2mm 3 isotropic voxels. We identify single fiber voxels by FA thresholding and estimate 24 th order decomposable FOD tensors from the DTI data. The estimated fiber-directions are plotted directly, colour coded by orientation in Fig. 3b , which shows a section of a coronal slice. Numerous fiber bundles: corpus callosum (CC), cingulum (CG), cortico-spinal tract (CST), superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) and their crossings are now revealed from just 32 acquisitions of a DTI data.
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new FOD model based on arbitrarily high order tensors decomposable into non-negative sums of rank-1 tensors. We also proposed a non-negative sparse recovery scheme to estimate the FOD tensors. On synthetic data experiments we estimated 24 th order tensors to recover fibers crossing up to 23°from just 21 acquisitions. The proposed method also (1) estimates non-negative FODs, (2) doesn't require the number of fiber-compartments to be predefined and (3) computes both the FOD tensor and fiberdirections together. We tested for various SNRs on synthetic data and found the method robust to signal-noise and also validated on phantom and real data (DTI acquisition).
